Trustwave DbProtect Activity Monitoring Module provides effective, fine-tuned monitoring based on your defined business policies. You can:

- Provide valuable insight, visibility, and context to critical data that other technologies are blind to in your security ecosystem
- Reduce the scope of database activity monitoring, which traditionally places high demands on the network
- Minimize impact on the availability and response time of critical business systems

**How it Works**

The powerful policy management engine in DbProtect helps you hone in on key risk areas:

- Unremediated vulnerabilities
- Privileged user activities
- New avenues of attack
- Insider threats
- Nonapproved changes
- Suspicious activity

Trustwave DbProtect Active Response helps you reduce data loss by implementing a pre-defined set of automatic actions, such as:

- Sending alerts to IT staff and SIEM systems to for further analysis and investigation
- Opening trouble tickets to track incidents
- Initiating malware scans
- Blocking suspicious and unauthorized activity

Quickly understand your alerts by risks and drill in to the details. Configure specific action like terminate session or lock user when alerted to suspicious activity.

For more information: www.trustwave.com
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